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  KION North America releases two new Linde forklift series 

SUMMERVILLE, S.C. — KION North America Corporation has announced the release of two new Linde 
forklift series, the Series 1169 Electric Walkie Stacker and the Series 1276 80-volt electric truck, at 
MODEX 2016—the leading tradeshow for supply chain, manufacturing and distribution industries in the 
U.S. 

Designed specifically for the needs of the North American market, these new products are part of KION 
NA’s long-term strategy to develop a more comprehensive product portfolio. 

The Linde Series 1169 is the newest addition to the KION NA warehouse product line. This 24-volt truck 
features a Linde controller, sealed AC motor, sealed connectors, stability caster and residual capacity that 
can outperform the competitors. 

“We designed this straddle truck specifically for the North American market which uses a GMA 48-inch 
long by 40-inch wide pallet,” said John Callahan, warehouse equipment product manager at KION North 
America. “This truck is versatile and can fit in a variety of material  handling applications at the fraction of 
the cost of a sit down rider truck.” 

The Linde Series 1276 is the latest addition to the company’s electric counterbalance lineup. It includes 
twin drive motors, a combi axle and an 80-volt AC electrical system. 
 
“This is an unbeatable performance and feature laden machine,” said Bob Hasenstab, general product 
manager. “The voltage arrangement guarantees cooler running motors and high efficiency, due to less 
energy waste by avoiding unnecessary heat build-up and emissions.” 
 
The twin motor drive system, combined with patented “combi axle,” provides unparalleled 
maneuverability. Additionally, the truck features traction control to deliver motion, even with one wheel 
completely slipping. The operator assist feature is designed to aid the operator when maneuvering 
around curves. 
 
For a first look at these two new products and to see first-hand why Linde is considered the material 
handling industry’s premium manufacturer, visit KION North America booth #3935 during MODEX from 
April 4-7 at the Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta. 
 
 
KION North America Corporation 

KION North America Corporation is a member of the KION GROUP AG, the world's second largest manufacturer of industrial trucks. 
Their brand companies, Linde, STILL, Baoli and Egemin, serve the specific requirements of the U.S., Canadian and Mexican 
markets with a comprehensive and complementary product portfolio. Headquartered in Summerville, S.C., KION North America's 
products are known for their innovative technologies, low energy and low operating costs. 
 
Disclaimer 
This release contains forward-looking statements that are subject to various risks and uncertainties. Future results could differ 
materially from those described in these forward-looking statements due to certain factors, e.g. changes in business, economic and 
competitive conditions, regulatory reforms, results of technical studies, foreign exchange rate fluctuations, and the availability of 
financing. We do not undertake any responsibility to update the forward-looking statements in this release. 
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